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ABSTRACT 
Among the increasing number of researches about design thinking, several studies, empirically 
investigate the report between design process and different sources of inspiration. Visualization of 
Images represents one of the most current stimuli in the architectural design 
This work focuses on the link between the active part of design process and images of precedents when 
visualized by the designer at the beginning of his design activity. It aims to identify and measure the 
impact of such visualization on the cognitive process of ideation. 
We use the protocol analysis method. Data are collected through design experiment and coded by the 
semio-morphic coding scheme. Results show that the visualization of images of precedents enhances 
the productivity of the ideation process. The process consistency is also improved by the apearence of 
homogeneous phases. Moreover the ideation process becomes more creative cognitively, by making the 
genesis of primitive chains of actions faster, easier and similar. 
Accordingly, this paper communicate the effect of a common practice such images’ visualization on the 
architectural design process to get insight on the cognitive befits of this practice. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the practice of architectural design, perceived information differs from the design project data (land, 

program, planning regulations…) to architectural precedents already produced by other designers in 

different design situations. The design process depends on both the nature of the perceived 

information, and their time of introduction in the design process.  

This paper aims to understand the relationship between the idea generation and the information 

perceived at the beginning of the design work. The major research issue raised in this paper wonder if 

images visualization of architectural precedents derived from internet, upstream design work, has or 

has not an impact on the cognitive content of architectural idea generation process. 

We are interested to explore the initialization phase of the design process through its cognitive content 

to understand the effect of the image visualisation on the design cognition content. We consider design 

activity as a semio- morphic production process, which takes the form of a complex system of 

interrelated cognitive operations (Arrouf, 2006, 2012). We use cognitive measurement to present the 

impact of the images visualization of architectural precedents upstream of the design work on the idea 

generation process. 

2 RELATED WORKS 

Images considered as a source of inspiration were the subject of several studies to identify their impact 

on the produced designs. Cai Hui and al (2010) classified their impact is into two groups. The first 

considers the sources of inspiration as design aids. The second group considers the sources of 

inspiration as a cause of fixation. In fact, the majority of these works measure the impact of stimuli on 

design outcome mainly. 

In another hand, the studies that focus on the cognitive content of design process: “aims to reveal what 

the designer sees, does and think at the moment of conception (Goldschmidt (1991), Schön and 

Wiggins (1992), Suwa, Purcell and Gero (1998)). It “focuses on the study of the cognitive and 

informational content of the design activity”” (Arrouf, 2006, 2012). 

The particularity of our study is the combination of the previous two approaches. We aim to understand 

the effect of the image visualisation on the design cognition content. More accurately, we measure the 

impact of images visualization of architectural precedents derived from internet, upstream design work, 

on the cognitive process of architectural idea generation, instead of the design outcome itself. 

In this research, we consider that the idea generation enclose all the cognitive process of formation and 

elaboration of architectural design. We use new parameters to evaluate productivity, homogeneity and 

creativity of the cognitive design content. 

3 PROTOCOL ANALYSIS  

This approach belongs to design science field introduced by Herbert Simon 1969, which study the 

cognitive process of the design thinking. The original version of protocol analysis incite the participant 

to verbalize his thoughts aloud, simultaneously to his process of problem solving (Mc Neill, Gero and 

Warren, 1998). “This method has been adopted by several works: Eastman (1970), Cross (1984), 

Ullman et al. (1988), Eckersley (1988), Goldschmidt (1991), Cross et al. (1992), McGinnis and 

Ullman (1992), Schön and Wiggins (1992), Van Someren et al. (1994), Cross et al. (1996) Suwa and 

Tversky (1996, 1997), Suwa, Gero and Purcell (1998, 1999, 2001, 2002), Dorst et al. (2001) and Tang 

et al. (2002)” (Arrouf, 2006). 

Jiang et al (2009), shows the growing number of publications that have used the method of protocol 

analysis, since its emergence until 2009. In other hand, he mentions the validation of the method by 

“Delphi workshop” as a crucial turning point, which raised it as the most used empirical method in 

design research. 

The adaptation of this method originally developed to study cognitive activity of problem solving to 

the characteristics of the design activity by different researchers, generated different approaches (Hay 

et al, 2017). The process-oriented approach focuses on the description of the design process. As for to 

the content-oriented approach interested in the content of the design process (Arrouf, 2006, 2012). 

This work adopts the content-oriented approach and focuses on the cognitive modification of design 

process actions, after image visualization of precedents.  
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From studies about the design process, it results various models developed by Mc Neill, Gero, and 

Warren (1998), Suwa, Purcell and Gero (1998) and the model that we are using is the one developed 

by Arrouf (2006, 2012).  

3.1 Coding scheme  

The coding scheme based on eleven informational categories that allows a rich and detailed 

codification of the cognitive content of the designing process. Arrouf (2012) define those categories as 

below: 

1. External Perception Category (PE): 

It belongs to the cognitive level of perception. “It saves design actions information’s that uses the 

perception mechanisms” dealing with the project data.  

2. Prior Knowledge Reference Category (RE): 

 This action category highlights the use of information derived from prior learning of the designer 

“The cognitive sciences have indicated that any cognitive task undertaken by human beings is 

conducted through previous knowledge from the domain to which the task belongs (...) two main 

classes of actions are identified: the procedural reference actions and the substantive reference actions” 

(Arrouf, 2012). 

3. Abstract Design action Category (CA): 

It belongs to the semantic level and it contains six types of actions that govern the production of 

meaning through objectives, choices, strategies, decisions and pertinence. 

4. Sense Production Action Category (CAS): 

It belongs also belongs to the semantic cognitive level; it gives and produce meaning during the design 

work. “It brings together conceptual actions that make sense in the design activity. It records the 

design actions that deal with non-morphic information (abstract notions)” (Arrouf, 2012). 

5. Sense figuration category (FS): 

It contains a single design action that produces meaning figures. It is not related to the shape of the 

object in design. “It groups, meaning figuration actions that produce either abstract figures that are  

commonly called ambiguous figures, or figures that schematics. It is something other than the shape of 

the object in design, such as diagrams, charts or tables” (Arrouf, 2012). 

6. Internal perception Category (PI): 

It belongs to the cognitive level of perception, but unlike the category of external perception, it is 

concerned with the perception that takes place within the design process. It contains two subclasses; 

the first is non-visual and concerns “the actions that allow designer to establish connections between 

his own virtual representations”. The second subclass is visual and concerns the perception of the 

figurative representations produced by the designer. It “carries actions of perception with a visual 

foundation and enable the functioning of visual thinking” (Arrouf, 2012). 

7. Internal Knowledge Reference Category  (RI): 

It allows the designer to create references and to use them by “constituting a reservoir of knowledge 

specific to the particular design situation and actions. That permit the exploitation of his reservoir, 

which corresponds to “short-term memory”” (Arrouf, 2012). 

8. Internal Knowledge Reuse Action Category (RCI): 

This category contains a single design action that allows the designer to “go back, over the time of the 

process, to reuse information or knowledge previously generated” (Arrouf, 2012). This category, 

unlike the internal perception, permits going back further in time of the process. 

9. Morphic Design Action Category (CM): 

This category belongs to the gathering of the morphic, the semantic and the perceptive levels. It 

contains the same abstract design actions that are now “applied to the morphic conformation of the 

object in design”  

10. Morphic Figuration Category (FM): 

This category concerns the actions of object figuration. It contains four types of actions that 

correspond to different graphic productions, plus translation action, that allows the passage between 

the meaning and its figuration. 

11. Evaluation Actions Category (CR): 

This category evaluates the various morphic productions, compared to the design process aims, 

strategies, and pertinences previously produced.  
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4 EXPERIENCE 

The experimental work consisted on holding a design session for a given subject (Suwa and Tversky, 

1997, Suwa, Gero and Purcell, 1998., Tang and Gero, 2002). The participants to this experience were 

six volunteer architects’, three men and three women with an experience of two years each. The 

experiment involved the execution by two groups of architects, of two separate and different design 

works. 

For the first group it took the form of a regular order for designing a bus shelter from the usual data 

specific to these situations. While for the second group, in addition to the data presented by the design 

task, the designers receive images of bus shelters previously derived from the internet and grouped 

together in a PowerPoint® file.  

This choice is due to the fact that the web is becoming the most obvious option to get inspired 

(Herring et al, 2009) and it provides visual alternative that is easily accessible, richer and faster than a 

traditional research on revue or periodic. The designers visualizes these images at will, for a maximum 

of ten minutes, before starting the design work. 

 

Figure 1. Examples of bus shelters images derived from the internet, provided to the second 
group of designers.  

4.1 Procedure 

We drove an experiment accordingly to the guidelines provided by McNeill, Gero and Warren (1998). 

Solely one protocol among the three collected is here analysed. We used the double-blind randomized 

method in order to ensure the objectivity of this choice. The two selected processes are (SV1) the 

process without image visualization and (AV2) with image visualization. 

4.2 Analysis of the protocols 

The description of collected data according to the standard method of protocol analysis consists of two 

major moments: segmentation and codification (Arrouf, 2006; 2012).  

4.2.1 Segmentation and codification 

Among segmentation techniques, this work achieves an intention-oriented segmentation, used by: 

Goldschmidt, (1991); Purcell and al (1994); Suwa and Tversky, (1997); Purcell and Gero, (1998); Mc 

Neill, Gero and Warren, (1998); Arrouf (2006). In this approach, “any change in the designer’s 

intentions suggested by the content of his thoughts or by his action marks the beginning of a new 

segment” (Arrouf, 2006). 

Conformably to Arrouf coding scheme, we code the cognitive content of each segment according to its 

correspondent action category, as shown in Table 1. The double codification of protocols eliminate the 

relativity of the operation. However, for reasons of availability of coders and feasibility over time, we 

choose the two successive codifications methods. In addition, to consensus both codifications, an 

arbitration is realized to obtain the final codification of protocols (McNeill, Gero & Warren, 1998).  

Table 1. Description model (segment 2 extract from SV1 process codification). 

N° time Segmentation Codification 

Verbalisation and 

action 

Graphic productions Action 

category 

Justification 

2 00:34 A bus shelter (she 

writes a bus shelter) 

 PI Non-visual 

perception of the 

previous segment 
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    PI abstract perception 

and interpretation of 

design data into a 

meaning figure (bus 

shelter) 

FS Produce a meaning 

figure   

RI Refer to previous 

segment 

4.2.2 Data handling 

First, we used the “actions chain” defined by Arrouf (2006) to represent segments of the design process, 

by the action categories occurrence. It consisted of eleven binary values that reflect the cognitive 

solicitation of the eleven action categories. The ‘0’ indicated the absence of the category, while the ‘1’ 

indicated its presence in the relevant segment. Thus, the chain of actions of segment 1, was taken as an 

example: 10000000000 and the one of segment 3 is: 01111110000 according to Table 2. 

Table 2. the occurrence of the actions categories excerpt from (SV1) protocol. 

Segments PE RE CA CAS FS RI PI RCI FM CM CR 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Second, we also used the “primitive chains” defined by Arrouf (2006, 2012) as the “basic chains” of 

each process. They were the chains that remain after the elimination of repeating actions chains. The 

set of these primitive action chains was the “deep structure of the process” (Arrouf, 2006, 2012) while 

the set of action chains of all segments was called “the surface structure of the process”.  

5 RESULTS 

The comparison between the two selected processes: (SV1) without image visualization and (AV2) 

with image visualization, takes place in three steps. The first measure the influence degree of images 

visualization of precedent designs on the cognitive productivity of the process. It uses the 

measurements of efficiency and effectiveness, recommended by Goldschmidt (1995) as measures of 

productivity. The second step compares the cognitive aspect of the two designs processes. When the 

last step compares the cognitive creativity through primitive chains of Arrouf (2006, 2012). 

5.1 Productivity of the design process 

Goldschmidt (1995) accept Pritchard and Watson’s notion that is to measure productivity “the 

important issues to look at are efficiency and effectiveness”. She also indicates that efficiency 

correspond to the economy of invested design actions and saving the path length to achieve the desired 

creative result. This is why we measure the efficiency of the cognitive process at two levels.  

In the first level, we compare the distances of the design “paths” driven during each activity in order to 

achieve a result. We use the number of segments in each design process, to measure the length of 

cognitive path. 

 Figure 2 shows that viewing images of precedents matches with design process length saving. 

 

Figure 2. Number of segments per process, for the two analysed process SV1 and AV2. 
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In the second level of measuring efficiency, we compare between the cognitive content of the two-

design process SV1 an AV2.  

Figure 3, represents the average occurrence of the eleven actions categories of the semio-morphic 

coding scheme, in each design process. The main differences are: 

1. The averages occurrence of the external reference category (RE), which contains the reference 

actions to designer prior knowledge, show that SV1 makes more reference to external process 

data than AV2. Thus, it reveals the hesitation of the designer and the inefficiency of knowledge 

produced by his process. 

2. The abstract design category (CA) and the sense figuration category (FS) are more solicited by 

SV1 than by AV2. This means that the choices, decisions, strategies and relevance identified by 

SV1 do not have the same operational potential as in AV2, where few abstract actions lead to 

work that is more morphic.  

3. The hesitation of SV1 reappears by the high occurrence percentage of Internal Knowledge Reuse 

(RCI) category. It indicate more distant and frequent backtracking, compared to the process time 

length. 

4. The high occurrence rate of the evaluation actions category (CR) also shows the lack of 

assurance of the process that needs to make repeated assessments to ensure the quality of its 

solutions. 

5. The morphic activity, visible through the occurrence of the two categories: (CM) morphic design 

and (FM) morphic representation is more intense within AV2 process than within SV1 process. 

However, the morphic activity even in AV2 taken apart is more important than the semic activity. 

In SV1 process, the semic and morphique activities are almost equivalent with a slight 

preponderance for the semic activity.  

This means that visualizing images of precedents makes the process more efficient cognitively. It 

reduces the semic production, which becomes operative, less hesitant and more decisive. On the other 

hand, it increases the morphic activity that absorbs most of the activity of the process. 

 

Figure 3. The average occurrence of each action categories for SV1 and AV2 processes. 

The contraction of the process length is due to an economy in the number of invested design actions, 

especially semic ones, which become more effective. 

Consequently, viewing images of precedents suggest a tendency of increasing the efficiency of the 

process, enriching the semic experience of the designer, reinforcing his morphic work and making the 

studied process more mature. 

Figure 4 shows that visualization reduces the hesitation of the designer by lengthening the duration of 

his process segments. This corresponds to an increase of the efficiency of the designing process which 

is equal to more thoughtful process with a uniform, less hesitant and more operative rhythm. 

 

Figure 4. The duration of the segments of the two collections (SV1) and (AV2). 
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The notion of effectiveness is vaguely explain by Goldschmidt (1995), This is why we use the 

synonym “infallibility” to develop a mean to measure effectiveness. Infallible “says something that 

cannot fail to produce the expected result” (Lexis, 1994). It is the capacity for an action to achieve the 

desired result without the need to redo or repeat it. In this work, we measure effectiveness by 

comparing the number of repetitions of the different categories of actions during the two types of 

designing processes. 

Figure 5 shows the average occurrence percentage of each actions’ category in the primitive chains 

and in the rest of repeated chains in SV1 and AV2 design processes.  

Total elimination of (PE) and (FS) in the repeated chains of AV2 process, indicates the effectiveness 

of its semic production. Concerning all the navigation actions categories, there is also a reduction of 

the percentage of repeated chains in AV2 process. Which indicates an increase of the effectiveness of 

navigation. 

The percentage of the morphic production decreases in the repeated chains in AV2 process, mainly the 

evaluation category (CR), implies a high effectiveness of both evaluation action as well as morphic 

production. The simultaneous decrease of the repetition percentage in all the actions categories of AV2 

implies an increase of the process effectiveness.  

The images visualization of precedents makes the process more effective by increasing the 

effectiveness of its semic production, its navigation and its morphic production.  

 

Figure 5. The average occurrence percentage of the eleven actions categories according to 
the semio-morphic coding scheme, in both primitive chains and repeated chains of SV1 and 

AV2 design processes. 

Overall, the efficiency and effectiveness makes the studied process more productive. 

5.2 The morphological aspect of design process 

Figure 6 and Figure7 represents’ the surface graph of the cognitive content of AV2 and SV1 design 

processes’. The distribution of the eleven actions categories shows the cognitive morpholoy of the 

design process, according to their chronological order of appearance. 

 

Figure 6. The morphology of the SV1 process, illustrated by the homogeneous and 
exploratory phases. 

Both design processes presents’ a similar morphology with an analogous distribution of the actions 

category. Which manifests by a strong solicitation of the PE, RE, CA, CAS and FS categories at the 

beginning of both processes and fades as we move forward. Unlike the categories FM, CM, CR that 
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exists only after a certain moment and continues until the end. The categories PI and RI persists along 

the two processes. 

Arrouf (2012) has defined two types of phases that allows’ to read different moments’ of the design 

process. The first type is “exploratory phase” which solicits a large number of action category and 

take a non-homogeneous form. The second type is “homogeneous phase”, it is more uniform than the 

first and limited to a single type of production, whether it is semic or morphic.  

Despite the global surface similarity of both design processes. We note that SV1 process contains 

essentially “exploratory phases”, that solicit irregular and various categories. We see this in particular 

in the heterogeneity of its surface aspect in Figure 6, the “homogeneous phases” of SV1 are not long 

enough to be distinguish .This leads to long exploratory phases that change only dominance.  

In the surface graph of AV2 process in Figure 7, the “homogeneous phases” alternate with “exploratory 

phases”. This interchange of the two types of phases in the process AV2 breaks the exploratory sequence 

that characterizes SV1 process, and attributes more homogeneity to the morphology of AV2. 

 

Figure 7. The morphology of the AV2 process, illustrated by the homogeneous and 
exploratory phases (ES: Exploratory predominantly semic, EMS: Exploratory semio-

morphic, HM: homogeneous morphic phase, EM: Exploratory predominantly morphic). 

The images visualization of precedents affects the morphology of the studied process by interrupting 

its exploratory phases, and introducing homogeneity into its cognitive content. It modifies the 

solicitation order of all action categories, generates a precocity and concatenation of morphic 

production that dominates the process. 

5.3 The cognitive creativity of the design process 

Most studies on creativity in the field of architectural design consider it as the quality of produced 

design (Finke, 1990, Casakin & Goldschmidt, 2000, Goldshmidt & Smolkov, 2006, Perttula, 2007). In 

another hand, creativity is also measured as a quality of the design process itself (Goldschmidt, 2005, 

Arrouf, 2012, Sun et al, 2014). 

In this research, we measure the cognitive creativity of the process based on the “primitive chains” 

previously defined. A process is more creative when it contains more chains that are primitives.  

5.3.1 The creativity degree of the process 

We measure the creativity degree of the process according to the primitive chains percentage in SV1 

and AV2. Figure 8 indicates that SV1 primitive chains percentage is less than AV2. 

The images visualization of precedents go with the increase of the primitive chains ratio as well 

reduction of the repetition of the same chains. It increases the creativity degree of the studied process 

by increasing the ratio of its original chains. 

Figure 8. The percentage of primitive chains in both processes (SV1) and (AV2). 
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5.4 Primitive chains position in the process 

In order to understand the deep logic of this creative difference, we compared the cognitive contents of 

the primitive chains in each process. This showed the existence of fifteen common primitive chains 

between SV1 and AV2. 

The first appearance of primitive chain can be anywhere in the process. Representation of links 

between the common primitive chains appearances allows the understanding of their positioning logic 

into both process. Figure 9 visualize the location of the common primitive chains with respect to each 

process. 

The images visualization of precedent changes the location of common primitive chains in the design 

process and their order of succession. 

 

Figure 9. The appearance moment and the link between locations of the common primitive 
chains in both processes. 

Figure. 10 The cognitive content of common primitive chains of the tow processes, 
respectively to their appearance order. 

The primitive chains of form production and chains of both meaning and form production, which 

intermingle in SV1, are more orderly in AV2 (Figure 10). Images visualization of precedents 

organizes and orders the deep structure. It provides a succession of homogeneous primitive chains. 

This result indicate a homogeneity of the process explained by the existence of a deep order (of the 

deep structure) that organizes the design activity. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Unlike works that measure the impact of examples visualisation on the design outcome, our study 

measures the impact of such practice on the designer’s cognitive process. We used a protocol analysis 

to elaborate and study the experimental work of two architects. We applied a semio-morphic coding 

scheme to identify the active content of the process and its cognitive actions. 

Our results indicate that viewing images of precedents’ increases the productivity of the architectural 

idea generation process and that by increasing its efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency reduces the 

length of the process and the number of the invested design actions, making thus a more thoughtful 

process. While effectiveness reduces the repetition of the same cognitive actions. 

We equally find that visualization of images affects the morphology of the process by limiting its 

exploratory aspect enhancing by the way the homogeneity of each of its cognitive stages. The process 

becomes then more productive, more structured and more organised. It begins with a short and more 

efficient semic phase that allows an early apparition of the morphic work. 

Beyond the improvement of its performances, images visualisation also make the cognitive process of 

ideation more creative. It allows in fact, a faster, easier and more ordered emergence of primitive 

chains of actions.  
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This research has partially demonstrated how viewing images of examples derived from internet 

affects the cognitive content of the process. This beneficial effect on the idea generation process 

indicate that image viewing could be considered as a design aid, to be confirmed in further studies 

with ample samples. 
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